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Λ-ADIC FAMILIES OF JACOBI FORMS
MATTEO LONGO, MARC-HUBERT NICOLE
Abstract. We show that Hida’s families of p-adic elliptic modular forms generalize to p-
adic families of Jacobi forms. We also construct p-adic versions of theta lifts from elliptic
modular forms to Jacobi forms. Our results extend to Jacobi forms previous works by Hida
and Stevens on the related case of half-integral weight modular forms.
1. Introduction
The theory of p-adic families of ordinary cusp forms was initiated by Hida ([Hid86a],
[Hid86b], [Hid88]), starting with the group GL(2). Over the last 30 years, its scope ex-
tended greatly, encompassing groups associated to Shimura data of Hodge type, and beyond.
Historically though, some of the first extensions of the theory were outside the realm of re-
ductive groups, for example the metaplectic group governing half-integral weights modular
forms, worked out by Hida himself in [Hid95] by de´vissage to his original theory. Another
important theme of p-adic interpolation has been to establish variants in families of various
functorial liftings between spaces of modular forms. For half-integral weight modular forms,
the p-adic variant of the theta lift due originally to Shintani was studied by Stevens in [Ste94].
In this paper, we wish to substitute, in the non-reductive examples mentioned above, half-
integral weight modular forms with Jacobi forms, and verify that the corresponding objects
and liftings vary equally well in ordinary families, thus extending some results of Guerzhoy
[Gue00a].
In this paper we therefore have two aims: (1) Develop a theory of p-adic families of ordinary
Jacobi forms, following the approach of Hida [Hid95]; (2) Construct, following [Ste94], an
example of theta lifts from p-adic families of ordinary elliptic modular forms to p-adic families
of ordinary Jacobi forms which interpolates the Shimura-Shintani correspondence for classical
forms.
Before explaining our results in more details, we stress that one of the motivations to develop
such a theory, especially the p-adic theta correspondence, lies with companion paper [LN19]
which investigates an analogue for p-adic families of the Gross-Kohnen-Zagier theorem (GKZ
for short), in which Heegner points are substituted with p-adic families of Heegner points called
Big Heegner points. It seems that a satisfactory, although still conjectural, generalisation of
the GKZ Theorem for Big Heegner points involves the p-adic theta correspondence that we
construct in this paper. In Section 4 we describe in a more precise way the relation between
this paper and [LN19].
In the first part of the paper, we develop concisely the general framework for p-adic families
of Jacobi forms, relying on unpublished work [Canb] applied only in the much simpler and
much better studied case of dimension one. This part can be seen as an extension to Jacobi
forms of the analogous theory developed by Hida in [Hid95] for half-integral weight modular
forms. The main result of this first part is Corollary 2.11, which is an analogue of the
celebrated Hida Control Theorem ([Hid88, Theorem II]) in the context of p-adic families
of ordinary Jacobi cusp forms. Corollary 2.11 shows that the Λ-module of p-adic families
of Jacobi forms specializes to vector spaces of classical Jacobi forms when it is cut out by
arithmetic primes. We now state a simplified form of the Control Theorem for Jacobi forms.
Fix an integer N ≥ 1 and a prime number p ∤ N . Let Λ = O[[1+ pZp]] be the Iwasawa algebra
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of 1+pZp with coefficients in the valuation ringO of a fixed finite extension of Qp. We consider
a normal integral domain I which is finite over Λ. Put X (I) = Spec(I)(Cp). A point κ ∈ X (I)
is said to be arithmetic if its restriction to 1+pZp ⊆ I is of the form γ 7→ ψ(γ)γ
k−2 for a finite
order character ψ of 1 + pZp (called the wild character of κ) and an integer k ≥ 2 (called the
weight of κ). We introduce the metaplectic cover I˜ = I⊗Λ Λ˜, where Λ˜ is the Λ-algebra which
is equal to Λ as Λ-module, but the Λ-algebra structure is given by (λ, x) 7→ λ2x for λ ∈ Λ and
x ∈ Λ˜. We say that a point in X˜ (I) = Spec(I˜)(Cp) is arithmetic if it maps to an arithmetic
point of X (I) via the canonical projection map X˜ (I)→ X (I). A I-adic Jacobi form of index
N is a formal power series in
S =
∑
rr≤4nN
cn,rq
nζr ∈ I˜[[q, ζ]],
where cn,r ∈ I˜, such that, for each arithmetic point κ ∈ X˜ (I), the specialization of S(κ)
obtained by evaluating the coefficients cn,r at κ, is the (q, ζ)-expansion of a classical Jacobi
form, with coefficients in C, after fixing an algebraic isomorphism C ≃ Cp which we choose
from now on. We call classical specialisations those classical Jacobi forms arising as speciali-
sations of a I-adic form. Restricting to those I-adic forms whose classical specialisations are
ordinary cuspidal forms, we define the submodule of I-adic ordinary cuspidal forms, denoted
Jcusp,ordN (I). Let J
cusp,ord
k,N (p
s, χ) be the C-vector space of Jacobi cuspidal ordinary forms of
weight k, index N , level ps and character χ; we refer to §2.1 for a review of the basic facts on
classical Jacobi forms. The main result of the first part is the following theorem, proved under
the hypothesis that I is primitive, meaning that classical specialisations in a dense subset of
the weight space are newforms (see Def. 2.9 (4)).
Theorem 1.1. Let I be primitive. The Λ = O[[1 + pZp]]-module J
cusp,ord
N (I) is finitely gener-
ated, and for each arithmetic point κ ∈ X˜ (I) we have
Jcusp,ordN (I)/pκJ
ord,cusp
N (I) ≃ J
cusp,ord
k,N (p
s, χ)
where pκ is the kernel of κ, and the integers k, s and the character χ depend on κ only.
In the second part of the paper, we set up a p-adic theta correspondence relating ordinary p-
adic families of elliptic cuspforms with ordinary p-adic families of Jacobi forms. Recall that the
classical theta correspondence associates, under certain arithmetic conditions, a Jacobi form to
an elliptic modular form; see §3.1 for a utilitarian recapitulation on the theta correspondence.
We develop a p-adic version of this theta correspondence. The main result of this part is
Theorem 3.6, which shows the existence of a p-adic family of Jacobi forms interpolating
classical theta lifts of the classical forms in a given p-adic family of elliptic ordinary cuspforms.
This p-adic version of the theta correspondence has been developed for p-adic half-integral
weight modular forms by Stevens [Ste94] in the elliptic case, as recalled above, and the authors
[LN13] in the quaternionic case. To state our main result in a more precise form, recall that
for an elliptic modular form f ∈ Sk(Γ1(M), χ
2) of weight k, level Γ1(M) for some integer M ,
and character χ2, we have a Shintani lift
f 7−→ S
(χ)
(D0,r0)
(f)
to the space of Jacobi forms of prescribed weight, index, character and level depending on f
and the choice of a fundamental discriminant D0 which is a square modulo N , a square root
r0 of D0 modulo N , and a square root χ of the character χ
2; the precise definition of the map
S
(χ)
(D0,r0)
is recalled in §3.1. Fix a Hida family f∞ =
∑
n≥1 anq
n ∈ I[[q]] of ordinary elliptic cusp
forms; recall that for each arithmetic point κ ∈ X (I) the specialization fκ =
∑
n≥1 an(κ)q
n is
an elliptic eigenform of level Γ1(Np
s), character χ and weight k, where the integers k, s and
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the character χ depend on κ only, and ps is the maximum between 1 and the p-power of the
conductor of χ.
Theorem 1.2. There exists a p-adic family of Jacobi forms S such that for each κ˜ ∈ X˜ (I) lying
over an arithmetic point κ ∈ X (I) of character χ2 with χ a character of p-power conductor
equal to p, we have
S(κ˜) = λ(κ) · S
(χ)
D0,r0
(fκ)
where λ(κ) ∈ Cp is a p-adic period which is non-zero on an open subset of X (I).
A more general form of Theorem 1.2 is presented in Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 which
consider generic arithmetic points κ of non-trivial character χ2 and trivial character, respec-
tively. These results show that theta lifts can be interpolated in families. We also discuss a
result, see Theorem 3.10, where we consider similar questions for forms which arise in Hida
families as ordinary p-stabilisations of forms of level N prime to p.
Acknowledgments. Part of this work was done during visits of M.-H.N. at the Mathematics
Department of the University of Padova whose congenial hospitality he is grateful for, and also
during a visit of M.L. in Montre´al supported by the grant of the CRM-Simons professorship
held by M.-H.N. in 2017-2018 at the Centre de recherches mathe´matiques (C.R.M., Montre´al).
2. Λ-adic families of Jacobi forms
In this section, we give an account of some aspects of Hida theory for families of Jacobi
forms relying on the well-known close relationship between Jacobi forms and modular forms
of half-integral weight. Explicit examples of Λ-adic families of Jacobi forms are provided by
theta lifts of Λ-adic families of classical modular forms, and we provide them later in the
next section. It should be no surprise that Hida theory extends to the setting of Jacobi forms:
Wiles’s convolution trick with the classical Λ-adic Eisenstein series readily shows the existence
of a Λ-adic family of Jacobi forms specializing to a given p-ordinary Jacobi form, see Section
2.7 for details.
We rely on two main tools to study p-adic families of Jacobi forms:
(1) first, Candelori’s unpublished results in the preprint [Canb] applied to classical mod-
ular curves to relate algebraically Jacobi forms and vector-valued half-integral weight
modular forms. While [Canb] treats the higher-dimensional case using the language
of stacks, all we need can be formulated plainly and with completeness in terms of
modular curves without relying on his more sophisticated techniques.
(2) second, Hida’s treatment for scalar-valued half-integral weight modular forms [Hid95].
Recall that Hida developped in [Hid95] his eponymous theory for scalar-valued half-
integral weight modular forms, while by Eichler-Zagier’s theorem and its generaliza-
tions, Jacobi forms are more naturally related to vector-valued half-integral weight
modular forms. Since the Jacobi group is not reductive, the geometric approach
working well to develop Hida theory for Shimura varieties does not seem to be di-
rectly applicable (but see [Kra95] for groundwork on the arithmetic theory of Jacobi
forms), hence our heavy reliance on Hida’s paper [Hid95] for content and overall strat-
egy. Note that for Jacobi forms, the usual role of the tame level is played by the index
m = N , using the notations below.
2.1. Jacobi forms. We review the basic definition of Jacobi forms. The Jacobi group is the
semi-direct product SL2(Z)⋉ Z
2 where the law is defined by:
(γ, Z)(γ′, Z ′) = (γγ′, Zγ′ + Z ′).
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The Jacobi group acts on the H×C. Let ΓJ := Γ⋉Z2, Γ a congruence subgroup of SL2(Z).
Let Z = (λ, µ) ∈ Z2, and γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ. For (γ, Z) ∈ ΓJ and (τ, z) ∈ H ×C, let
(γ, Z) · (τ, z) =
(aτ + b
cτ + d
,
z + λτ + µ
cτ + d
)
.
This defines a right action of ΓJ on H × C. Further, the Jacobi group acts on complex
functions on H× C via the slash operator φ|k,m for integers k,m ∈ N i.e., (γ, 0) acts as
(cτ + d)−ke
(−cmz2
cτ + d
)
φ
(aτ + b
cτ + d
,
z
cτ + d
)
,
and (1, (λ, µ)) acts as
e(λ2mτ + 2λmz)φ(τ, z + λτ + µ),
where e(−) represents the exponential e2πi−.
Definition 2.1. Let k,m ∈ N. A Jacobi form of weight k and index m for the congruence
subgroup Γ is a function:
φ : H× C −→ C
which satisfies the following condition:
(1) it satisfies φ|k,m(γ, Z) = φ for all (γ, Z) ∈ Γ
J .
(2) it is holomorphic on H× C;
(3) it is holomorphic at the cusps.
Here, we refer to [EZ85, Def. p.9] for a precise explanation of the behaviour at the cusps
in terms of the Fourier expansion. Further, a Jacobi cusp form is defined as Jacobi form
vanishing at all cusps in a suitable sense. The C-vector space of Jacobi (resp. cusp) forms of
weight k and index m for a congruence subgroup Γ is denoted by Jk,m(Γ) (resp. J
cusp
k,m (Γ)) by
slight abuse of notation.
2.2. The Eichler-Zagier theorem. We describe in this section an account of results by
[Canb] which allow to derive geometrically a higher level version of the classical Eichler-
Zagier theorem. We state results in [Canb] in the 1-dimensional case of modular curves;
the reader is advised to keep a copy of [Canb] when reading this subsection to compare our
setting with the more general results developed in loc cit., see also [Can14] for background
and more details. The strategy, aimed to introduce p-adic families of Jacobi forms, is to
add level structures of increasing p-power levels to obtain an analogue of [Canb, Thm.4.2.1].
After introducing analogous level structures on the C-vector space of vector-valued modular
forms, and passing to global sections over C, we recover a generalization of the Eichler-Zagier
theorem in higher level (see also [Boy15]). A more general version of these results could
also be obtained by introducing more general level structure; however, adding p-power level
structure is enough for our applications to p-adic families of Jacobi forms. As mentioned
above we provide some of the details to accomplish this algebraically in the technically much
simpler 1-dimensional case, see [Canb, Exa. 2.6.10, Sect. 2.8] for the simplifications occuring,
especially the “accidental isomorphism” of [Canb, Eq. (2.8)] which does not extend to higher
degree. We recall a few definitions from [Canb] but we specialize them readily to modular
curves, cf. [Ram06]. We shall formulate directly the results in term of compact modular
curves X0(4N) and X1(p
s), obtained as compactification of the open modular curves Y0(4N)
and Y1(p
s) associated to the congruence subgroups Γ0(4N) and Γ1(p
s), for an integer s ≥ 1.
Note that because of its emphasis on the higher dimensional set-up, [Canb] does not treat e.g.,
compactifications and Hecke operators, but [Hid95] and [Ram06] do, see [DR73], cf. [MB90,
1.2.4] for details on stacky compactifications of modular curves. Relying on algebraic geometry
as in [Canb], [Ram06] and [Kra91] suggests the wider generality available, while recovering
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optimal, canonical results (also available through more elementary, classical techniques alone)
once specializing to C.
Let N ∈ N be an integer and p ∤ N , p ≥ 5 a prime number. The stack A1,1(Θ), introduced
in [Canb, Def. 2.6.6], is (isomorphic to) the classical open moduli stack Y0(4N) of pairs
(E,H) of elliptic curves E equipped with a subgroup scheme H of E[4N ] locally isomorphic
to Z/4NZ. The theta group is defined as
Γ(1, 2) :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z)|ab, cd ≡ 0 mod 2
}
.
Following [Canb, Def. 2.6.1], we define the stack X1,1 as classifying elliptic curves together
with a symmetric, relatively ample, normalized invertible sheaf L of degree 1. The stack X1,1
maps to the moduli stack of elliptic curves, and it is smooth over Z[1/2].
According to a result of Moret-Bailly (see [Canb, Rmk. 3.4.2]), the stack X1,1 has two
connected components: we therefore have a decomposition X1,1 = X
+
1,1 ⊔X
−
1,1. More precisely,
as it is pointed out in [Canb, p. 16], over C we have that:
X+,an1,1 = Γ(1, 2)\H, X
−,an
1,1 = SL2(Z)\H.
Here the superscript an denotes the associated complex analytic space. We denote by the
more customary notation Y (Γ(1, 2)) := X+1,1 the so-called “even characteristic” connected
component of the stack defined over Z[1/2].
There is a natural map Des : Y0(4N) −→ X1,1 defined in greater generality using the moduli
interpretations, see [Canb, Defining equation (2.9)], and it factors through X+1,1 by [Canb, Sec.
2.7]. Over modular curves, we can define it in the following concrete way:
Definition 2.2. ([Canb, (2.9) and Lemma 2.8.6]) We denote by
DesC : Y0(4N)C −→ Y (Γ(1, 2))C,
the analytification of the descent map induced by the homomorphism between the fundamental
groups:
Γ0(4N) −→ Γ(1, 2),
Des
(
a b
c d
)
=
(
a 2bN
c/2N d
)
.
We now introduce the automorphic sheaves giving rise to Jacobi forms, resp. half-integral
weight modular forms.
On the Jacobi side, the basic invertible sheaf is L2N , and for simplicity we describe it
using complex algebraic geometry i.e., using the complex uniformization (see [Kra91] for
the treatment of general level structures and [Kra95] for an approach relying on arithmetic
geometry including the treatment of compactifications). Consider the elliptic modular surface
given by the quotient
SΓ1(ps) := H× C/(Γ1(p
s)⋊ Z2),
where (m,n) ∈ Z2 acts by (τ, z) 7→ (τ, z +m+ nτ), and γ acts by
γ(τ, z) =
(aτ + b
cτ + d
,
z
cτ + d
)
, γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ1(p
s).
Define L2N := OS(2NeS)⊗
(
Ω1S/Y1(ps)
)2N
, where eS is the identity section. Let π : S → Y1(p
s)
denote the projection morphism, and define J1,2N := π∗L2N . Let E → Y1(p
s) denote the
universal elliptic curve over Y1(p
s).
Definition 2.1. Let N ≥ 1 be an integer and k ≥ 1 be an integer. A Jacobi form of index N
and weight k with respect to Γ1(p
s) is a global section of J1,2N ⊗ ω
⊗k
E/Y1(ps)
.
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On half-integral weight side, the construction involves a few more ingredients. To tackle
half-integral weight modular forms geometrically, the standard trick is to fix a square root
of the Hodge bundle ω as Hida does in [Hid95], and Candelori’s so-called metaplectic stacky
formalism is a generalisation of this idea. The canonical bundle over X1,1 of weight 1/2
forms denoted ω
1/2
Θ is very closely connected to the square root of the Hodge bundle ω (see
[Canb, Cor. 3.3.3]), hence the notation. Its definition is as follows: the invertible sheaf ω
1/2
Θ
is defined on [Canb, p.22, line 3] as the canonical square root of MΘ ⊗ ω induced by the
canonical isomorphism of [Cana, Thm. 5.0.1], where MΘ is the theta multiplier bundle of
[Canb, Def. 3.2.2]. That is, the choice of the square root of ω is made compatibly with the
choice of the square root of MΘ so that their tensor product is canonical.
More concretely, the bundle Des∗ω
1/2
Θ can seen as an invertible sheaf of modular forms of
half-integral weight 1/2 on Y0(4N), prompting the following:
Definition 2.2. ([Canb, Def. 3.4.1]) Let k ≥ 1 be an odd integer. A scalar-valued modular
form of weight k/2 is a global section of Des∗ω
k/2
Θ .
We now introduce vector-valued modular forms on the modular curve Y1(p
s). The new
ingredient is the so-called Weil bundle. Over C, this is the local system corresponding to the
Weil representation, and for modular curves, it is defined as follows. Let H(2N) := Z/2NZ,
and K(2N) := Z/2NZ× Z/2NZ. The Heisenberg group of type 2N is defined as
G(2N) := Gm ×K(2N)
with group structure given by (λ1, x1, y1)(λ2, x2, y2) = (λ1λ2〈x1, y2〉2N , x1+x2, y1+y2), where
〈−,−〉 is the standard symplectic pairing of type 2N defined in [Canb, Eq. (2.4)]. Let S be any
scheme. The sheaf V(2N) is the free OS-module of functions f : H(2N)→ OS , with canonical
basis given by delta functions. The Schro¨dinger representation of G(2N) is defined in [Canb,
Def. 4.1.2] as the module V(2N) given by functions f : H(2N) → OS , with G(2N)-action
given by:
ρ(λ, x, y)f(y′) := λ〈x, y′〉f(y′ + y).
The sheaf V(2N) is the Schro¨dinger representation of weight one and rank 2N . We can now
define the Weil bundle W1,2N as the locally free sheaf V(2N)
∨ ⊗ Des∗M
−1/2
Θ ⊗ ω
−1/2, see
[Canb, Eq. (4.3)]. The key point of [Canb, Sec. 4.3] is that the Weil bundle is defined over
the metaplectic stack (even though neither V(2N)∨ nor Des∗M
−1/2
Θ is), i.e., it is defined over
Y1(p
s) after fixing a square root of the Hodge bundle ω over Y1(p
s).
Definition 2.3. Let k ≥ 1 be an odd integer. AW1,2N -vector valued modular form of weight
k/2 is a global section of the vector bundle W1,2N ⊗ ω
k+1/2.
Remark 2.4. The above definition of vector-valued modular forms of weight k/2 corresponds
to that of [Canb, Def. 4.3.3].
Summing up, we get the following comparison isomorphism cf. [Canb, Thm. 4.2.1, Equ.
(4.3)]:
Theorem 2.3. There is a canonical isomorphism
J1,2N
∼=
−→W1,2N ,
as locally free sheaves of rank 2N over Y1(p
s)C.
Proof. The key point in the above construction is that both sheaves are generally defined over
the metaplectic stack over the modular elliptic curve Y1(p
s), that is, over Y1(p
s) itself once a
square root of the Hodge bundle ωE/Y1(ps) is fixed. The isomorphism [Canb, (4.3)] states that
V(2n)⊗Des∗M
−1/2
Θ
∼= J1,2N ⊗ ω
1/2,
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and it is canonical thanks to [Cana, Thm 5.0.1]. 
Remark 2.4. [Canb, Thm. 4.2.1, (4.3)] refine an old result of Mumford, see [Canb, Sect. 4.4]
and [MB90] for details. We work over C as the most precise result is established up to ±1 only
in that setting in [Canb, Thm 4.4.2], see [Cana, Rmk 5.0.3] for a description of the ambiguity
in general.
After tensoring with powers of the Hodge bundle and extending to the compactification
X1(p
s) (cf. [MB90, Sect. 2.5] for the computation at the cusps with Tate curves), we obtain
the following slight extension to level Γ1(p
s) of the classical Eichler-Zagier isomorphism, see
[EZ85, Thm.5.1], cf. [Canb, Cor.4.5.1] and see [Boy15, §3, Thm. 3.5] for further generalization
over C:
Corollary 2.5. There is a canonical isomorphism between the space Jk,N(Γ1(p
s)) of Jacobi
forms of index N , weight k and level Γ1(p
s) and the space of W∨1,2N -vector-valued modular
forms of weight k − 1/2, denoted Vk−1/2,2N (Γ1(p
s)) .
Proof. We tensor the isomorphism
V(2N) ⊗Des∗M
−1/2
Θ
∼= J1,2N ⊗ ω
1/2
with ω⊗kE/Y1(ps) on both sides and obtain the canonical isomorphism:
V(2N) ⊗Des∗M
−1/2
Θ ⊗ ω
⊗k−1/2
E/Y1(ps)
∼= J1,2N ⊗ ω
⊗k
E/Y1(ps)
.
The sheaves and the isomorphism extend to the compactification X1(p
s). Taking global
sections yields the canonical isomorphism between the two spaces of modular forms. 
The vector-valued modular forms in Vk−1/2,2N (Γ1(p
s)) above generalize the 2N -tuples of
modular forms as in [EZ85, p. 59] with respect to SL2(Z).
2.3. Density of classical Jacobi forms. As the theory of Jacobi forms is not fully ge-
ometrized in comparison with the theory of classical modular forms, we face similar difficul-
ties as for half-integral weight modular forms where the underlying non-reductive group is
the metaplectic group. Our strategy to prove the density theorem for classical Jacobi forms
within p-adic Jacobi forms is to use the natural isomorphism a` la Eichler-Zagier between the
space of Jacobi forms and the space of vector-valued half-integral weight modular forms. More
precisely, we show that the completion of the space of p-power level classical Jacobi forms does
not depend on the weight, and therefore any such classical subspace is dense in the space of
p-adic Jacobi forms, see Thm 2.6 for the precise statement.
We set up the necessary notation for the density theorem. Let
Jk,N(A) :=
⋃
s
Jk,N (Γ1(p
s);A), Jcuspk,N (A) :=
⋃
s
Jcuspk,N (Γ1(p
s);A),
for A any subalgebra of C, and where Jk,N (Γ1(p
s);A) denotes the space of Jacobi forms of
weight k, index N and level Γ1(p
s) with Fourier-Jacobi coefficients in A.
Let W (Fp) be the ring of Witt vectors with residue field Fp, and K the quotient field of
W (Fp). We fix once and for all a complex (resp. p-adic) embedding of Q¯ into C (resp. Q¯p).
We may thus take A := W (Fp) ∩Q and Jk,N (W (Fp)) = Jk,N (A)⊗A W (Fp), J
cusp
k,N (W (Fp)) =
Jcuspk,N (A) ⊗A W (Fp). We write Ĵk,N (W (Fp)) for the p-adic completion of Jk,N (W (Fp)), and
similarly for cusp forms. The following theorem proves that the p-adic completion is indepen-
dent of the weight k.
Theorem 2.6 (Density theorem). For k ≥ 2, we have an isomorphism preserving the Fourier-
Jacobi coefficients:
Ĵcuspk,N (W (Fp))
∼= Ĵ
cusp
k+1,N (W (Fp)).
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Proof. The first step is to use Corollary 2.5 to transfer the problem to vector-valued modular
forms. Note that the construction of vector-valued modular forms or taking the p-adic comple-
tion are operations that commute with each other, since the corresponding vector spaces have
finite dimension. Using [Hid95, Thm.1, p.145], we already know the result for scalar-valued
half-integral weight modular forms, and this implies that the space of classical vector-valued
modular forms is dense in the space of p-adic vector-valued modular forms by using the pro-
jections to the scalar-valued components. The result for Jacobi forms follows. 
2.4. Ordinary forms. Let N ≥ 1 be an integer, p ∤ N , p > 5 a prime number, s ≥ 1 an
integer and χ : (Z/psZ)× → Q¯×p a Dirichlet character. Denote UJ(p) the Hecke operator at
p acting on the space of Jacobi forms Jcuspk,N (p
s, χ) of index N , character χ, with respect to
Γ0(p
s), see [MRV93] and [Ibu12] for details. By [MRV93, §3, Eq. (5), p.165], if the (n, r)-th
Fourier-Jacobi coefficient of a UJ(p)-eigenform F is c(n, r), then the (n, r)-th Fourier-Jacobi
coefficient of F |UJ(p) is c(p
2n, pr).
Definition 2.7. We say that a Jacobi eigenform F ∈ Jcuspk,N (p
s, χ) is p-ordinary if its UJ(p)-
eigenvalue is a p-adic unit.
We denote Jcusp,ordk,N (p
s, χ) the C-vector space of ordinary Jacobi cuspforms. We start
with recalling the notion of newforms in the Jacobi case introduced in [MR00]. Denote
Snew2k−2(Γ0(Np
s), χ2) the space of newforms of weight 2k − 2, level Γ0(Np
s) and character χ2.
As in [MR00, Sect. 5.1], let f1, . . . , ft be an orthonormal basis of S
new
2k−2(Γ0(Np
s), χ2) of
normalized Hecke eigenforms, and write fi =
∑
n≥1 an(fi)q
n. Let Jcusp,newk,N (p
s, χ, fi) be the
subspace of Jcuspk,N (p
s, χ) consisting of forms F such that F |TJ(ℓ) = aℓ(fi) · F for all primes
ℓ ∤ Np. Define
Jcusp,newk,N (p
s, χ) =
t⊕
i=1
Jcusp,newk,N (p
s, χ, fi).
Theorem 2.8 (Weak control theorem for Jacobi newforms). Let k ≥ 2. The number of
linearly independent p-ordinary Jacobi cuspidal newforms in Jcusp,newk,N (p
s, χ) is bounded above
independently of the weight k.
Proof. Using [MR00, Thm. 5.2], we embed the space of Jacobi newforms which are p-ordinary
injectively into the space of half-integral weight newforms via the generalized Eichler-Zagier
map denoted by ZN (or rather Zm) in [MR00]. Since the map ZN preserves p-ordinarity,
the image is in the space of p-ordinary half-integral weight newforms. To conclude, we apply
[Hid95, Prop.3] which relies heavily on results of Waldspurger via the Shimura correspondence.

2.5. Hida families for GL2. We set up the notation for Hida families of modular forms. Let
N ≥ 1 be an odd positive integer, and let p > 5 be a prime number such that (p,N) = 1. Let
f∞(κ) =
∑
m≥1
an(κ)q
n ∈ R[[q]]
be a primitive Hida family, where R is a primitive branch of the ordinary Big Hida Hecke
algebra acting of forms of tame level Γ1(N) with coefficients in the ring of integers O of a
finite extension F of Qp; for details and definitions, see [How07, §2.1], whose notations we are
following, as well as [Hid86a], [Hid86b], [Hid88] and [Nek06, §12.7]. We just recall that R is
an integral complete local noetherian domain, which is finitely generated over the Iwasawa
algebra Λ = O[[1 + pZp]], and such that for each arithmetic weight κ in
X arith(R) ⊆ X (R) = HomcontO-alg(R, Q¯p)
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of R, the formal Fourier expansion fκ =
∑
n≥1 an(κ)q
n, where an(κ) := κ(an), is an ordinary
p-stabilized newform of level N . As a general notation, for a ∈ R and κ ∈ X (R) we write
a(κ) for κ(a). We also recall that a homomorphism κ ∈ X (R) is said to be arithmetic if its
restriction to 1 + pZp has the form γ 7→ ψ(γ)γ
k−2 for a finite order character ψ (called the
wild character of κ) and an integer k ≥ 2 (called the weight of κ). In this case the weight of
fκ is k, its level is Γs = Γ1(N) ∩ Γ1(p
s) where s ≥ 1 is the maximum between the conductor
of ψ and 1, and the coefficients an(κ) belong to the finite extension Rκ := Rpκ/pκRpκ of Qp,
where pκ := ker(κ) and Rpκ is the localization of R at κ. We also introduce the notation Ofκ
for the valuation ring of Rκ. We call (χ, k) the signature of the arithmetic character κ, see
[Ste94, Def. 1.2.2].
2.6. Hida families of Jacobi forms. We recall the notation used in [Hid95]. Let as above
Λ be the complete group algebra of 1 + pZp with coefficients in O, which is non-canonically
isomorphic to the one-variable power series ring in a variable X with coefficients in O via
the map u 7→ 1 +X, after fixing a generator u ∈ 1 + pZp. Fix an algebraic closure L of the
quotient field L of Λ. For each normal integral domain I in L finite over Λ (for example, one
can take I = R with R as in §2.5), let X (I) be weight space i.e., the space of Cp-valued points
of Spec(I). We say that a weight κ ∈ X (I) is arithmetic if its restriction to Λ is, in the sense
of the previous section.
Definition 2.5. The metaplectic cover of I is the I-algebra I˜ = I ⊗Λ Λ˜, where Λ˜ = Λ as
Λ-module, but the Λ-algebra structure is given by (λ, x) 7→ λ2x for λ ∈ Λ and x ∈ Λ˜.
Put X˜ (I) = Spec(I˜)(Cp). We have a canonical surjective map π : X˜ (I) ։ X (I), which
makes X˜ (I) a 2-fold cover of X (I).
Definition 2.6. We say that a point κ˜ ∈ X˜ (I) is arithmetic if π(κ˜) is arithmetic.
Remark 2.7. Our examples arising from theta liftings in the next section are naturally ex-
pressed in terms of the metaplectic cover X˜ (I) obtained from twisting the Λ-algebra structure
by σ(t) = t2 on 1+ pZp, because of the choices related to lifting data, see [Ste94, §3 and 6] or
[LN13, §3.3].
Definition 2.9. (1) A Λ-adic Jacobi form of index N over I, or simply a I-adic modular
form, is a formal power series in I˜[[q, ζ]]:
F∞(κ˜) =
∑
r2≤4nN
cn,r(κ˜)q
nζr,
such that the specializations Fκ˜ := F∞(κ˜) at almost all arithmetic primes κ ∈ X˜ (I)
are images under the fixed embedding Q →֒ Qp of Fourier expansions of classical
Jacobi forms of index N , weight k, level ps, for some integer s, and character χκ of
conductor dividingNps, which are eigenforms for all Hecke operators. We call classical
specialisations those classical Jacobi forms which arise as specialisations at arithmetic
primes. We finally write JN (I) for the I-module of I-adic modular forms.
(2) The I-module of p-ordinary I-adic Jacobi forms is the I-submodule of JN (I) consisting
of I-adic forms whose all classical specialisations are ordinary.
(3) The I-module Jord,cuspN (I) of ordinary I-adic Jacobi cusp forms is defined as the I-
submodule of the I-module JordN (I) consisting of formal power series whose classical
specialisations are cuspforms.
(4) We say that I is primitive if for any F ∈ Jord,cuspN (I) there is a Zariski open set U ∈ X˜ (I)
such that F (κ) is a newform.
Similarly, the module of cusp forms is defined by adding the condition of being cuspidal.
We denote Jord,cuspN (I) the I-module of ordinary cuspidal forms.
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Theorem 2.10. Let I be primitive. The module of Λ-adic ordinary cusp forms Jord,cuspN (I) is
free of finite rank over the Iwasawa algebra Λ.
Proof. As in [Hid95], we follow the argument of Wiles. The main observation is that we
can pick an arithmetic weight such that all the specializations of a maximal finite set of
linearly independent elements in the space of p-ordinary forms are newforms, and then apply
Theorem 2.8. We give the details by paraphrasing Hida’s account in [Hid95, Prop.4, p. 159].
Let Jcusp,ordN (I) ⊗ K be the K-vector space of p-ordinary Jacobi modular forms of index N ,
where K is the fraction field of I. Let F1, . . . , Fm be a finite set of linearly independent
elements in Jcusp,ordN (I) over I, with Fourier coefficients denoted by cFj (n, r). Then we can find
pairs of integers (ni, ri), i = 1, . . . ,m so that
D = det(cFj (ni, ri)) 6= 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
By the density theorem and the fact that I is primitive we may choose an arithmetic weight
κ so that for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
Fi(κ) ∈ J
new,ord
κ,N (p
s(κ), χ(κ)) and D(κ) 6= 0.
Since D(κ) = det(cFj (ni, ri)(κ)) 6= 0, the specializations Fi(κ) are also linearly independent.
That is,
m ≤ dimJnew,ordκ,N (p
s(κ), χ(κ)),
which is bounded independently of κ by Theorem 2.8. Thus, there is a maximal set of linearly
independent elements in Jord,cuspN (I). The rest of the proof is identical as in [Hid95]. 
Corollary 2.11. Suppose I is primitive. For all arithmetic points in X (I) such that κ is
sufficiently large, we have:
Jcusp,ordN (I)/pκJ
cusp,ord
N (I)
∼= J
cusp,ord
k(s),N (p
s(κ), χ).
Proof. The surjectivity is guaranteed by Wiles’s trick whose details we recall in the next
Subsection, and the rest of the argument follows as in [Hid95, p.161]. 
Remark 2.8. It might be possible to obtain a more general version of the above theorem and
corollary in which the primitivity assumption is suppressed. This could be accomplished by
means of [MR00, Theorem 5.16], which describes, under certain conditions, the decomposition
of Jacobi forms into a direct sum of newforms and oldforms, and using the analogue of Theorem
2.8 for all C-vector spaces of Jacobi forms appearing in this decomposition. However, to obtain
an analogue of Theorem 2.8 one needs to understand the kernel of the Eichler-Zagier map,
which is not injective on oldforms, and bound it effectively, at least under some arithmetic
conditions. In our applications in this paper and in [LN19], we only use primitive branches.
2.7. Wiles’s trick for Jacobi forms. Wiles’s trick consist in convoluting a classical modular
form f with the Λ-adic Eisenstein series to show the existence of a Hida family specializing to
f . Viewing the Eisenstein family as indexing a family of Jacobi forms of index 0, we obtain
by convoluting with a Jacobi form of index m a family of Jacobi forms also of index m. A
clear description of the Wiles trick for classical modular forms can be found in Hida’s book
[Hid93, §7.1] to which we send the reader for more details. It is enough to consider I = Λ,
thanks to base change property: JordN (I)
∼= JordN (Λ)⊗Λ I as I is Λ-free, cf. [Hid95, argument on
last line of p.149 and two first lines of p.150].
Denote by E(ψ) the Λ-adic Eisenstein series defined in [Hid93, p. 198] , where ψ = ωa is
an even Dirichlet character with 0 ≤ a < p− 1, and ω the Teichmu¨ller character.
Consider a Jacobi form F ∈ Jk′,m(Γ0(p
s), χ), and the product F · E(ψ) inside Λ[[q, ζ]]. In
particular, we get the product of F and the classical Eisenstein series specialized at weight k
as a classical Jacobi form:
(1) F · E(ψ)(uk − 1) ∈ Jk+k′,m(Γ0(p
s), χψω−k).
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Let us write F · E(ψ)(X) =
∑
r2≤4nm cn,r(X)q
nζr. Define the convolution product of F
and E(ψ) giving a family over Λ (cf. [Hid95, p.200]):
F ∗ E(ψ)(X) :=
∑
r2≤4nm
cn,r
(
u−k
′
χ−1(u)X + (u−k
′
χ(u)−1 − 1)
)
qnζr,
that is, we have the specialization F ∗ E(ψ)(χ−1(u)uk−k
′
− 1) ∈ Jk,m(Γ0(p
s), χψω−k) for all
k > k′ as well as for k = 0 from Equation (1) just above, and hence the desired Λ-adic family
of Jacobi forms in the sense of Definition 2.9.
Remark 2.12. Thanks to the work of Guerzhoy [Gue95], [Gue94], the above computation can
be generalized using the more involved Jacobi-Eisenstein series of non-trivial index but this
gives rise to a non-trivial shift in the index of the resulting family.
3. Λ-adic theta liftings
The results of this section are similar to that obtained by Stevens and Hida in the context
of the theta lifting to spaces of half-integral weight modular forms [Ste94], [Hid95]. Similar
techniques have already been employed in the context of Jacobi forms by Guerzoy in [Gue95],
[Gue94], [Gue00a] and [Gue00b].
3.1. Theta liftings. In this section, we recall the connection between classical Jacobi forms
and modular forms via theta liftings, following [EZ85] and [MR00].
We first set up some general notation, which will be used throughout the paper. For any
integer M ≥ 1, any Dirichlet character χ : (Z/MZ)× → C× and any k ∈ Z, denote by
Sk(Γ0(M), χ) the complex vector space of elliptic cuspforms of weight k, level Γ0(M) and
character χ. If M = S · T and χ is a character modulo T , we denote by Jcuspk,S (T, χ) the
complex vector space of Jacobi forms of weight k, level Γ0(T ), character χ and index M (see
[EZ85, Ch. I, §1] for the definition). If T = 1 (so the character χ is trivial), we denote the
corresponding spaces simply by Sk(Γ0(M)) and J
cusp
k,M , respectively. For f ∈ Sk(Γ0(M), χ)
and φ ∈ Jcuspk,S (T, χ) we have the respective Fourier expansion f(z) =
∑
n≥1 anq
n and Fourier-
Jacobi expansion φ(τ, z) =
∑
r,n c(n, r)q
nζr, where q = e2πiτ and ζ = e2πiz and the Fourier-
Jacobi expansion is taken over all pairs (n, r) of integers such that r2 − 4Sn < 0.
As a general notation, let T(m) and TJ(m) be the Hecke operators at m ∈ N acting on
the space of elliptic modular forms Sk(Γ0(M), χ) and Jacobi forms J
cusp
k,S (T, χ), respectively.
If ℓ is a prime number, which is not coprime to the level (in the case of elliptic modular
forms) respectively, not coprime to the index or the level (in the case of Jacobi forms), we
denote the operators by U(ℓ) and UJ(ℓ) respectively. We recall the description of the action of
Hecke operators on Jacobi forms in some special cases (cf. [EZ85, Ch. I §4], [MRV93, §3]). Let
φ(τ, z) =
∑
r,n c(n, r)q
nζr be a form in Jcuspk,S (T, χ). Write (φ|TJ(m))(τ, z) =
∑
r,n c
∗(n, r)qnζr.
If m is coprime with M , we have (cf. [EZ85, Thm. 4.5])
c∗(n, r) =
∑
d|m
(
D
d
)
dk−2c
(
m2n
d2
,
mr
d
)
.
Moreover, if m = ℓ is a prime number dividing T , then c∗(n, r) = c(ℓ2n, ℓr) (cf. [MRV93, §3,
eq. (5), p.165]).
For any ringR, let Pk−2(R) denote theR-module of homogeneous polynomials in 2 variables
of degree k− 2 with coefficients in R, equipped with the right action of the semigroup M2(R)
defined by the formula
(2) (F |γ)(X,Y ) = F (aX + bY, cX + dY )
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for γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(R). Let Vk−2(R) denote the R-linear dual of Pk−2(R), equipped with the
left M2(R)-action induced from the action on Pk−2(R).
For each integer ∆, let Q∆ be the set of integral quadratic forms
Q = [a, b, c] = ax2 + bxy + cy2
of discriminant ∆ and, for any integer M ≥ 1 and any integer ρ, let QM,∆,ρ denote the subset
of Q∆ consisting of integral binary quadratic forms Q = [a, b, c] of discriminant ∆ such that
b ≡ ρ (mod 2M) and a ≡ 0 mod M . Let Q0M,∆,ρ be the subset of QM,∆,ρ consisting of forms
which are Γ0(M)-primitive, i.e., those Q ∈ QM,∆,ρ which can be written as Q = [Ma, b, c]
with (a, b, c) = 1. Those sets are equipped with the natural right action of SL2(Z) described
in Equation (2).
Let Q 7→ χD0(Q) be the generalized genus character attached to D0 defined in [GKZ87,
Ch. I, Sec. 1]. The character χD0 : QM,∆,ρ → {±1} depends on (M,∆, ρ), and sometimes
we will denote it by χ
(M,∆,ρ)
D0
to stress this dependency, or simply χD0 as above if (M,∆, ρ)
is understood. We recall the characterization of this character given in [GKZ87, Prop. 1].
If Q = ℓ · Q′ for some form Q′ ∈ Q0M,∆,ρ, then we define it as χD0(Q) =
(
D0
ℓ
)
· χD0(Q
′), so
it is enough to define it on Γ0(M)-primitive forms. Fix Q ∈ Q
0
M,∆,ρ. If (a/M, b, c,D0) = 1,
then pick any factorization M = S · T with S > 0, T > 0 and any integer n coprime with
D0 represented by the quadratic form [a/S, b, cT ]: then χD0(Q) :=
(
D0
n
)
. Otherwise i.e., if
(a/M, b, c,D0) 6= 1, then we set χD0(Q) := 0.
For Q ∈ QM,∆,ρ, denote by CQ the oriented geodesic path in the upper half plane attached
to Q joining the points rQ and sQ in P
1(Q), whose construction is described in [Ste94, §2.1].
Let D0 = Div
0(P1(Q)) be the group of degree-zero divisors on rational cusps of the complex
upper half plane H, equipped with the left action of the semigroup M2(Q) by fractional linear
transformations. If A is a Z[M2(R)]-module the group of homomorphisms Hom(D0, A) is
equipped with a standard left action of M2(R) defined for γ ∈ M2(R) and φ ∈ Hom(D0, A)
by (γ · φ)(d) = γ · φ(d). If Γ is a congruence subgroup of SL2(Z) and A is a Z[Γ]-module as
above, let
SymbΓ(A) = HomΓ(D0, A)
be the group of A-valued Γ-invariant modular symbols. As a general notation, if m is a
modular symbol in SymbΓ(A), we write m{r → s} ∈ A for the value of m on the divisor
s− r ∈ D0.
We now recall the construction of the theta lifting of the modular form f to the complex
vector space of Jacobi forms, following [GKZ87, Ch. II].
Fix an integer M ≥ 1, a divisor T |M , and a Dirichlet character
χ : (Z/TZ)× → C×.
Put S =M/T , and assume that (S, T ) = 1. Let f be a normalized cuspform of positive even
weight 2k and level Γ0(M), where M ≥ 1 is an odd integer, and character χ
2. To f we may
associate the modular symbol I˜f ∈ SymbΓ1(M)(V2k−2(C)) by the integration formula
I˜f{r → s}(P ) = 2πi
∫ s
r
f(z)P (z, 1)dz.
Definition 3.1. A index S pair is a pair (D, r) of integers consisting of a negative discriminant
D of an integral quadratic form Q = [a, b, c] such that D ≡ r2 mod 4S. An index S pair is
said to be fundamental if D is a fundamental discriminant.
Fix a fundamental index S pair (D0, r0). For any index S pair (D, r) let F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S, T ) be the
set of integral binary quadratic forms Q = [a, b, c] modulo the right action of Γ0(M) described
in Equation (2), such that:
• δQ = b
2 − 4ac = T 2D0D;
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• b ≡ −Tr0r mod 2S;
• a ≡ 0 mod ST 2.
If T = 1, we simply write F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(M) for F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(M, 1). In the previous notation, if Q is a
representative of a class in F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S, T ), then Q belongs to QS,T 2D0D,−Tr0r. In particular, we
may consider the genus character Q 7→ χD0(Q) with χD0 = χ
(S,T 2D0D,−Tr0r)
D0
, for all classes
Q in F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S, T ). We may also define a character Q = [a, b, c] 7→ χ(Q) = χ(c) on the set
F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S, T ).
For this paper, we only need to consider the theta liftings studied in [MR00] in two particular
situations: when χ is primitive and when χ is trivial and T is a prime number. We make the
definition in the two cases separately. If χ is primitive, define
I˜f (D, r) =
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S,T )
χ(Q) · χD0(Q) ·
∫
γQ
f(z)Q(z, 1)
k−2
2 dz
:=
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S,T )
χ(Q) · χD0(Q) · I˜f{rQ → sQ}(Q
k−1)
while if χ is trivial, and T is a prime number, define
I˜f (D, r) := T
k−1
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S,T )
χ(Q) · χD0(Q) · I˜f{rQ → sQ}(Q
k−1)
−
(
D0
T
)
·
∑
Q∈F
(T2D,Tr)
D0,r0
(ST ,1)
χ(Q) · χD0(Q
k−1) · I˜f{rQ → sQ}(Q)
Remark 3.2. The definition in [MR00] when χ is trivial looks slightly different, since the second
sum is taken over quadratic forms modulo Γ0(Np
2); however, each γ ∈ Γ0(Np), γ 6∈ Γ0(Np
2)
gives the same contribution to the above sum and we get the formula displayed above by
taking into account the different powers of T used here and in [MR00].
For D = r2 − 4Sn, put c˜f (n, r) = I˜f (D, r). Then S˜
(χ)
D0,r0
(f) =
∑
r,n c˜f (n, r)q
nζr belongs
to Jcuspk+1,S(T, χ). The map f 7→ S˜
(χ)
D0,r0
(f) from S2k(Γ0(M), χ
2) to Jcuspk+1,S(T, χ) thus obtained
is called the (D0, r0)-theta lifting to the space of Jacobi forms (cf. [EZ85, Ch. II], [MR00,
Sec. 3]). The matrix
(
1 0
0 −1
)
normalizes Γ1(M) and hence induces an involution on the
space of modular symbols SymbΓ1(M)(V2k−2(C)); for each ε ∈ {±}, we denote by I˜
ε
f the ε-
eigencomponents of I˜f with respect to this involution. It is known that there are complex
periods Ωεf such that the I
ε
f =
I˜εf
Ωεf
belong to SymbΓ1(M)(V2k−2(Ff )), where Ff is the extension
of Q generated by the Fourier coefficients of f . These periods can be chosen so that the
Petersson norm 〈f, f〉 equals the product Ω+f · Ω
−
f ; note that the Ω
ε
f are well-defined only up
to multiplication by non-zero factors in F×f .
Let Q ∈ F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S, T ). It follows easily from the definition of the generalized genus character
that χD0(Q) = χD0(Q|ι) (it is enough to note that if the integer n is represented by the
quadratic form [a/S, b, cT ] with the integers x and y, then it is represented by the quadratic
form [a/S,−b, cT ] with the integers x and −y). Also, one can easily check that rQ = −sQ|ι
and sQ = −rQ|ι, and therefore(
(I˜f |ι){rQ → sQ}
)
(Qk−1) = I˜f{−rQ → −sQ}
(
(Q|ι)k−1
)
= −I˜f{rQ|ι → sQ|ι}
(
(Q|ι)k−1
)
.
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Finally, it is immediate that χ(Q) = χ(Q|ι). Combining these observations, we find that
I˜f (D, r) =
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S,T )
χ(Q) · χD0(Q) · I˜
−
f {rQ → sQ}(Q
k−1).
Normalize the theta lifting by S
(χ)
D0,r0
(f) =
S˜
(χ)
D0,r0
(f)
Ω−f
. We thus obtain a map
S
(χ)
D0,r0
: S2k(Γ0(M), χ
2) −→ Jcuspk+1,S(T, χ)
such that, if we write out the Fourier expansion
S
(χ)
D0,r0
(f) =
∑
r2−4Sn<0
cf (n, r)q
nζr
then for D = r2 − 4Sn we have
(3) cf (n, r) =
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(S,T )
χ(Q) · χD0(Q) · I
−
f {rQ → sQ}(Q
k−1).
In particular, if the Fourier coefficients of f belong to a certain ring O ⊆ Q¯, then the same is
true for the Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of S
(χ)
D0,r0
(f). If χ = 1 is the trivial character, then we
will simply write SD0,r0 for S
(1)
D0,r0
. The map S
(χ)
D0,r0
are equivariant with respect to the action
of Hecke operators i.e., S
(χ)
D0,r0
(f |T(m)) = S
(χ)
D0,r0
(f)|TJ(m).
3.2. Universal ordinary modular symbols. Recall that O is the valuation ring of a finite
field extension of Qp. Let Cont(Z
2
p,O) be the O-module of O-valued continuous functions
on Z2p, and let Step(Z
2
p,O) be the O-submodule of Cont(Z
2
p,O) consisting of locally constant
functions. Let
D˜ = HomZp(Step(Z
2
p),O)
be the group of O-valued measures on Z2p; we can extend in a unique way any µ ∈ D˜ to a
function µ : Cont(Z2p,O)→ O. Adopting a standard convention, for ϕ a continuous function
on Z2p, we denote
∫
Z2p
ϕ(x)dµ the value µ(ϕ); if χX is the characteristic function of X ⊆ Z
2
p, we
write
∫
X ϕ(x)dµ(x) for
∫
Z2p
ϕ(x) ·χX(x)dµ(x). Let D denote the O-submodule of D˜ consisting
of those O-valued measures which are supported on the set of primitive vectors X = (Z2p)
′ in
Z2p. The O-modules D˜ and D are equipped with the action induced by the action of the group
GL2(Zp) on Z
2
p by (x, y) 7→ (ax + by, cx + dy) for γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp). The O-module D
is also equipped with a structure of O[[Z×p ]]-module induced by the scalar action of Z
×
p on X
(cf. [Ste94, §5], [BD09, §2.2]); in particular, D is also equipped with a structure of Λ-module.
Let Γ0(pZp) and Γ1(pZp) denote the subgroups of GL2(Zp) consisting of matrices which are
respectively upper triangular and congruent to a matrix of the form
(
1 ∗
0 1
)
modulo p.
The group SymbΓ1(N)(D) is equipped with an action of Hecke operators, and we denote by
W = SymbordΓ1(N)(D)
the ordinary subspace of SymbΓ1(N)(D) for the action of the Up-operator; see [GS93, (2.2),
(2.3)] for details and more accurate definitions. For any Λ-algebra R, write WR =W⊗Λ R.
We fix as in §2.5 an integer N ≥ 1, a prime number p ∤ N , p ≥ 5, a primitive branch R
of the Big Hida Hecke algebra acting on modular forms of tame level Γ1(N) and a primitive
Hida familiy f∞(κ) =
∑
n≥1 an(κ)q
n ∈ R[[q]]. If κ is an arithmetic point of X (R) of signature
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(χ, k), and wild level ps, then we have a Γs-equivariant homomorphism ρκ : D → Vk−2(Cp)
defined by the formula
ρκ(µ)(P ) =
∫
Zp×Z
×
p
χ(y) · P (x, y)dµ(x, y).
The homomorphism ρκ gives rise to an homomorphism, denoted by the same symbol,
ρκ :WR −→ SymbΓ1(N) (Vk−2(Cp)) .
For Φ ∈WR, we put Φκ = ρκ(Φ).
Fix an arithmetic point κ0. By [Ste94, Thm. 5.5], there exists Φκ0 ∈ SymbΓ1(N)(DR) such
that
(4) Φκ0(κ) = λ(κ) · I
−
fκ
with λ(κ) ∈ Rκ such that λ(κ0) = 1. When κ0 is understood, we will simply write Φ for Φκ0 .
3.3. Λ-adic liftings. For any Λ-algebra R, we write DR = D ⊗Λ R. We switch back to the
notation used for Hida families over GL2. Recall that X˜ (R) is the O-module of continuous
O-linear homomorphisms from R˜ to Q¯p, where R˜ = R⊗Λ Λ˜ and the Λ-algebra Λ˜ is equal to Λ
as an O-module, but the structure of Λ-algebra is given by the map σ(t) = t2 on 1+ pZp. We
have the notion of arithmetic points X˜ arith(R) and that of signature (χ, k) of an arithmetic
point κ˜ in X˜ arith(R); the effect of π on an arithmetic point κ˜ is to double the signature: if κ˜
has signature (χ, k), then π(κ˜) has signature (χ2, 2k).
The following result is essentially [Ste94, Lemma (6.1)], with minor modifications which
are left to the reader.
Lemma 3.3. Fix a positive integer k0, a positive integer s, and a quadratic form Q = [a, b, c]
such that ps | a, ps | b, p ∤ c. There exists a unique morphism jQ,k0 : DR → R˜ of R-
modules characterized by the following property: For any pair of points κ ∈ X arith(R) and
κ˜ ∈ X arith(R˜) of signature (χ2, 2k) and (χ, k) respectively, satisfying the conditions
(1) π(κ˜) = κ;
(2) 2k ≡ 2k0 (mod p− 1);
(3) the wild level of χ is ps;
we have κ˜ (jQ,k0(µ)) = χ(Q) · ρκ(µ)
(
Qk−1
)
.
We now prove a couple of auxiliary lemmas on quadratic forms. We denote by P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps)
the subset of F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps) consisting of classes represented by quadratic forms [a, b, c] with
p ∤ c. Note that if s ≥ 1, and [a, b, c] ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps), then ps | b: this is because p2s | a and
p2s | b2 − 4ac, which implies that ps | b.
Lemma 3.4. The map P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps) → P
(Dp2(s−1) ,rps−1)
D0,r0
(N, p) which takes [a, b, c] 7→ [a, b, c]
is a bijection.
Proof. The map is clearly well defined.
We first show the surjectivity. For this, we need to show that we may choose a representative
[a, b, c] for any class in P
(Dp2(s−1) ,rps−1)
D0,r0
(N, p) so that p2s | a, and for this it is enough to show
that ps | b because p2s | δQ and p ∤ c. So fix Q = [a, b, c] a representative of a class in
P
(Dp2(s−1),rps−1)
D0,r0
(N, p). Let a ∈ Z such that a ≡ −b/2Ncp (mod ps) (note that p | b because
p2s | b2 − 4ac and p2 | a, so, since p ∤ c, −b/2cp is a p-adic integer) and consider the matrix
γ =
(
1 0
Nap 1
)
. Then Q|γ = [a′b′c′] with b′ = b + 2Ncpa ≡ 0 (mod ps). Since γ ∈ Γ0(Np),
this shows that we can change representatives of any element in P
(Dp2(s−1) ,rps−1)
D0,r0
(N, p) so that
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p2s | a, and therefore this is an element in P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps), proving the surjectivity. We now show
that the above map is injective. Take two quadratic forms [a, b, c] and [a′, b′, c′] representing
classes in P
(D,r)
D,0,r0
(N, ps) and assume they are Γ0(N)-equivalent. Recall that p ∤ cc
′. Since
a set of representatives of Γ0(N) modulo Γ0(Np
s) is given by the matrices γi =
(
1 0
iN 1
)
for i = 0, . . . , ps − 1, we see that, up to changing the representative [a′, b′, c′], there exists
0 ≤ i < ps such that [a′, b′, c′] = [a, b, c]|γi, and therefore a
′ = a+ biN + ci2N2. Since p2s | a
and p2s | a′, we then see that p2s | iN(b + ciN). Suppose now i 6= 0, and write t = ordp(i).
Then p2s−t | b + ciN because p ∤ N . So b ≡ −ciN (mod p2s−t), and therefore b2 ≡ c2(iN)2
(mod p2s). On the other hand, ps | b, and therefore, since p ∤ Nc, we get ps | i, which is not
possible. This proves that i = 0, and therefore [a, b, c] and [a′, b′, c′] are Γ0(Np
s)-equivalent,
proving the injectivity of the map. 
Recall the fixed arithmetic point κ0 ∈ X
arith(R) of signature (χ20, 2k0), and the modular
symbol Φκ0 attached to κ0 in Equation (4). For Q in F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) put DQ = sQ − rQ. Let
κ˜0 ∈ X
arith(R˜) be such that the pair (κ0, κ˜0) satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.3. Extend
jQ,k0 to a map jQ,k0 : DRκ0 → R˜κ˜0 . Fix a fundamental index N pair (D0, r0). For any index
N pair (D, r), define
(5) cn,r :=
∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · jQ,k0 (Φκ0(DQ)) .
Here χD0 = χ
(N,DD0p2,−rr0p)
D0
.
Definition 3.1. The (D0, r0)-family of Shintani lifts centered at κ0 is the formal power series
in S
(κ0)
D0,r0
in R˜κ0 [[q, ζ]] defined by
(6) S
(κ0)
D0,r0
=
∑
D=r2−4Nn<0
cn,rq
nζr.
When κ0 is fixed, we will simply write SD0,r0 in place of S
(κ0)
D0,r0
to lighten the notation.
Remark 3.5. In the definition above the coefficients cn,r in Equation (5) depend on the choice
of D0, r0 and κ0, but we do not make explicit this dependence to make the notation simpler;
similar remarks will apply to similarly defined coefficients. However, we keep here and in the
following the dependence on these quantities in the notation for the Λ-adic families themselves,
such as S
(κ0)
D0,r0
.
Let κ0 be fixed from now on, and write Φ and SD0,r0 for Φκ0 and S
(κ0)
D0,r0
. For any κ˜ ∈ X (R˜)
write SD0,r0(κ˜) = κ˜ (SD0,r0) for the specialization at κ˜. As the name suggests, S
(κ0)
D0,r0
in
Definition 3.1 interpolates in families Shintani lifts of classical forms in Hida families, as the
following theorem shows.
Theorem 3.6. Let κ ∈ X arith(R) be an arithmetic point of signature (χ2, 2k) and let κ˜ ∈
X˜ arith(R) be an arithmetic point of signature (χ, k) be such that π(κ˜) = κ. Let χ = ωk−1ψ be
the character of κ˜, so that χ2 is the character of κ, and assume that the conductor of χ is ps
for some integer s ≥ 1. Then
SD0,r0(κ˜) = λ(κ) · S
(χ)
D0,r0
(fκ)|TJ(p)
1−s.
Proof. We first observe that, combining Lemma 3.3 and Equation (4), for all Q ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps)
we have
κ˜ (jQ,k0 (Φκ0(DQ))) = χ(Q) · Φκ0(DQ)(k)
(
Qk−1
)
= λ(k) · χ(Q) · I−fκ{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
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Next, note that if the quadratic form Q = [a, b, c] has c = 0, then χ(Q) = 0 and the
summand corresponding toQ does not appear in Equation (3). Therefore, the sum in Equation
(3) apparently over F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps) is really only over P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps).
We now prove the theorem. If s = 1, the term TJ(p)
1−s disappears so this is an immediate
consequence of the previous two observations, so let us assume that s > 1.
For F =
∑
n,r an,rq
nζr ∈ A[[q, ζ]], where A is any ring, and m ≥ 0 an integer, define the
formal power series
(F |TmJ (p))(q, ζ) =
∑
n,r
apmn,pmrq
nζr.
The formulas recalled in Section 3.1 show that if F is a Jacobi form in Jcuspk+1,N (p
s, χ), then
the operator just defined coincides with the Hecke operator TmJ (p), justifying the abuse of
notation. We have
SD0,r0(κ˜)|T
s−1
J (p) = λ(κ) ·
∑
Q∈P
(Dp2(s−1),rps−1)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χ(Q) · χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
Lemma 3.4 shows that there exists a common set of representatives for P
(Dp2(s−1) ,rps−1)
D0,r0
(N, p)
and P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps), and therefore the sum in the right hand side of the last displayed equality
is λ(k) · S
(χ)
D0,r0
(fκ). It might be also useful to notice that we may alternatively view χD0 as
a function on P
(Dp2(s−1) ,rps−1)
D0,r0
(N, p) or P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, ps), since in both cases χD0 is defined as
χ
(N,D0Dp2s,−r0rps)
D0
. We therefore get the equality of power series
SD0,r0(κ˜)|T
s−1
J (p) = λ(κ) · S
(χ)
D0,r0
(fκ).
The Hecke operator TJ(p) acts on S
(χ)
D0,r0
(fκ) as multiplication by the p-adic unit ap(κ), and
the theorem follows then applying T1−sJ (p) to the above formula. 
We now study the specialization of the family of Jacobi forms SD0,r0 to arithmetic points
with trivial character.
Theorem 3.7. Let κ ∈ X arith(R) be an arithmetic point of signature (1, 2k), let (D0, r0) be
a fundamental index N pair such that p ∤ D0. Let κ˜ be an arithmetic point of X˜
arith(R) such
that π(κ˜) = κ. Then, for any index N pair (D, r) such that p ∤ D, satisfying the relation
D = r2 − 4Nn for an integer n, we have
cn,r(κ˜) = λ(κ) · cfκ(n, r),
where cfκ(n, r) is the Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of S
(1)
D0,r0
(fκ).
Proof. We first note that the result is clear if κ˜ has signature (χ, k) with χ 6= 1, since then
χ(Q) = 0 for all non-primitive forms. So assume that χ = 1. As in the proof of Theorem 3.6,
combining Lemma 3.3 and Equation (4) we get
cn,r(κ˜) = λ(κ) ·
∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
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Since p ∤ D0D, the set F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) is the disjoint union of the two sets P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) and the
subset N
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) of F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) consisting of non-primitive forms. Therefore,∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
=
=
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
−
∑
Q∈N
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
Since χD0(p ·Q) =
(
D0
p
)
· χD0(Q) if Q is not primitive, and rp·Q = rQ and sp·Q = sQ, the
second summand of the last displayed formula is equal to
pk−1
(
D0
p
)
·
∑
Q∈S
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
where S
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) = {Q/p : Q ∈ N
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p)}. The set S
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) consists then of forms
[a, b, c] modulo Γ0(Np) satisfying the three conditions b
2 − 4ac = D0D, b ≡ −r0r (mod N)
and a ≡ 0 (mod Np), and therefore this is F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(Np, 1). Comparing with the definition of
the theta correspondence in the case of trivial character gives the result. 
We now relate the coefficients cn,r(κ˜) with the theta lift of oldforms appearing in the Hida
families. More precisely, let κ be an arithmetic point of even weight 2k > 2 and trivial
character. The modular form fκ is then p-old, and there exists a newform f
♯
κ of level Γ0(N)
and trivial character whose p-stabilization is fκ; in other words, we have the relation
fκ(z) = f
♯
κ(z)−
p2k−1
ap(κ)
f ♯κ(pz).
If k = 2 and the character is trivial, then either fκ is the p-stabilization of a form f
♯
κ as above,
or fκ is a newform of level Γ0(Np). We need a couple of technical lemmas on quadratic forms.
Lemma 3.8. Let (D0, r0) be a fixed fundamental index N pair. For any index N pair (D, r),
there exists a system of representatives R
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N) for P
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N) consisting of forms
[a, b, c] with p ∤ c and p | b.
Proof. Fix a p-primitive form Q = [a, b, c] representing a class in P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p). We first claim
that, up to a change of representatives, we can assume that p | b. To show this, note that if
p ∤ b then p ∤ a because p |= b2−4ac. Choose any integer β such that β ≡ −b/2a (mod p), and
let γ =
(
1 β
0 1
)
. Then Q|β = [a′, n′, c′] with p | c′. So we may assume that the representative
Q = [a, b, c] is chosen so that p | b. If now p | c, then p | a, because otherwise [a, b, c] is not
p-primitive. Since p | b and p2 | b2 − 4ac, we see that p2 | c. Take two integers α and β
such that −Nα + p2β = 1 and consider the matrix γ =
( pβ α
N p
)
. Then Q|γ has the required
property that p | b and p ∤ c. 
Lemma 3.9. Let R
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N) be fixed as in Lemma 3.8 and (D0, r0) a fundamental index
N pair and (D, r) an index N pair. The canonical map [a, b, c] 7→ [a, b, c] induces a bijection
P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p)→R
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N).
Proof. The map is clearly well defined. We show that it is a bijection. We first show the
surjectivity. It is clearly enough to show that each p-primitive form in the target comes from
a (necessarily p-primitive) form in the source via the map in the statement. By Lemma 3.8
it is enough to show that each quadratic form [a, b, c] with p ∤ c and p | b, representing a
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class in F
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N), also represents a class in F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p), namely, p2 | a. This is clear: the
discriminant b2 − 4ac of the quadratic form [a, b, c] is divisible by p2, b2 is divisible by p2 and
p ∤ c.
We show the injectivity. Take two primitive quadratic forms [a, b, c] and [a′, b′, c′] represent-
ing classes in F
(D,r)
D,0,r0
(N, p) and assume they are Γ0(N)-equivalent. Since these are p-primitive
forms, p ∤ cc′. A set of representatives of Γ0(N) modulo Γ0(Np) is given by the matrices
γi =
(
1 0
iN 1
)
for i = 0, . . . , p − 1. So, up to changing the representative [a′, b′, c′], there exists
0 ≤ i < p such that [a′, b′, c′] = [a, b, c]|γi, and therefore a
′ = a + biN + ci2N2. Since p2 | a
and p2 | a′, we then see that p2 | iN(b + ciN). Suppose now i 6= 0. Then p2 | b + ciN
because p ∤ N . So b ≡ −ciN (mod p2). However, p | b but p ∤ Nc, so we get p | i, which is
not possible because i < p. This proves that i = 0, and therefore [a, b, c] and [a′, b′, c′] are
Γ0(Np)-equivalent, proving the injectivity of the map. 
Theorem 3.10. Assume that fκ is the p-stabilization of f
♯
κ, and let (D0, r0) be a fundamental
index S pair. Let κ˜ be an arithmetic point of X˜ arith(R) of signature (1, k), such that π(κ˜) = κ,
an arithmetic point in X arith(R) of signature (1, 2k). Then, for any index N pair (D, r) such
that p ∤ D, satisfying the relation D = r2 − 4Nn for an integer n, we have
cn,r(κ˜) = λ(κ) · ap(κ)
1− pk−1
((
D0
p
)
+
(
D
p
))
ap(κ)
−
p2k−2
a2p(κ)
 · c
f♯κ
(n, r),
where c
f♯κ
(n, r) is the Fourier-Jacobi coefficient of S
(1)
D0,r0
(f ♯κ).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, combining Lemma 3.3 and Equation (4) we get
cn,r(κ˜) = λ(κ) ·
∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
fκ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
By definition,∫ sQ
rQ
fκ(z)Q(z, 1)
k−1dz =
∫ sQ
rQ
f ♯κ(z)Q(z, 1)
k−1dz −
p2k−1
ap(κ)
∫ sQ
rQ
f ♯κ(pz)Q(z, 1)
k−1dz.
Changing variable z 7→ z/p, we have∫ sQ
rQ
f ♯κ(pz)Q(z, 1)
k−1dz =
1
p
·
∫ sQp
rQp
f ♯κ(z)Qp(z, 1)
k−1dz
where Qp = [a/p
2, b/p, c]. We therefore obtain the equality
(7) I−fκ{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
= I−
f♯κ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
−
p2k−2
ap(κ)
I−
f♯κ
{rQp → sQp}
(
Qk−1p
)
.
To compute cn,r(κ˜) we need to take the sum over all forms Q ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) in Equation (7).
We begin by computing the sum over all Q ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) of the first summand in the right
hand side of Equation (7). Suppose first that p ∤ D0. Then p ∤ D0D and the set F
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N)
is the disjoint union of the two sets P
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N) and p · P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N). Therefore, identifying
P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) with R
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N) as above, we see that∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
f♯κ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
=
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=
∑
Q∈F
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N)
χD0(Q)·I
−
f♯κ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
−
∑
Q∈p·P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N)
χD0(Q)·I
−
f♯κ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
Since χD0(p ·Q) =
(
D0
p
)
· χD0(Q) if Q is primitive, and rp·Q = rQ and sp·Q = sQ, the second
summand of the last displayed formula is equal to pk−1
(
D0
p
)
c
f♯κ
(n, r), and we get∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Q) · I
−
f♯κ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
= c
f♯κ
(np2, rp)− pk−1
(
D0
p
)
c
f♯κ
(n, r).
If p | D0, then the above formula still holds, since in this case χD0(Q) = 0 when Q is not
p-primitive, and therefore the sum in Equation (7) reduces to c
f♯κ
(np2, rp). Finally, using the
formulas for the Hecke operator TJ(p) in Sec. 3.1, we obtain the relation
ap(κ) · cf♯κ(n, r) = cf♯κ(np
2, rp) +
(
D
p
)
pk−1c
f♯κ
(n, r).
We now compute the sum over all Q ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) of the second summand in Equation
(7). View Q ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p) as an element of R
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N) using Lemma 3.9. For each such Q,
the form Qp has discriminant D0D, is p-primitive (because p
2 ∤ D0D), and b ≡ r0r (mod N),
so it belongs to P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N). We claim that the subset R
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N) = {Qp|Q ∈ P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N, p)}
of P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N) thus obtained forms a system of representatives for F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N). To show this,
first note that P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N) = F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N): since p2 ∤ D0D, an integral quadratic form may have
discriminant D0D only if it is p-primitive. Moreover, the map [a, b, c] 7→ [p
2a, pb, c] takes the
set P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N) to P
(Dp2,rp)
D0,r0
(N), and is clearly an inverse of the map [a, b, c] 7→ [a/p2, b/p, c]
defined above, thus proving the claim. Since χD0(Q) = χD0(Qp), we have∑
Q∈P
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N,p)
χD0(Qp) ·I
−
f♯κ
{rQp → sQp}
(
Qk−1p
)
=
∑
Q∈F
(D,r)
D0,r0
(N)
χD0(Q) ·I
−
f♯κ
{rQ → sQ}
(
Qk−1
)
.
The term on the right hand side is c
f♯κ
(n, r).
Putting everything together, we get the formula
cn,r(κ˜) = λ(k) ·
(
ap(κ) · cf♯κ(n, r)− p
k−1
((
D0
p
)
+
(
D
p
))
c
f♯κ
(n, r)−
p2k−2
ap(κ)
c
f♯κ
(n, r)
)
from which the result follows. 
4. A pointer to [LN19]
In [LN19], we consider the compatibility of the Big Heegner points construction of B.
Howard of [How07] with the formation of Λ-adic Jacobi forms, in the spirit of the classical
Gross-Kohnen-Zagier theorem cf. [GKZ87] which links Heegner points (or more generally,
Heegner cycles in higher weight) with the theta lift of a weight 2 modular form in the space
of Jacobi forms. More precisely, choose a index N pair (D0, r0) such that p is split in D0;
then the generating series naturally constructed from Big Heegner points and the index N
pair (D0, n0) is the formal series
HD0,r0 =
∑
n,r
αn,rq
nζr
in R[[q, ζ]], where αn,r are more precisely defined as follows. Let Sel(Q,T
†) be the Greenberg
Selmer group of the self-dual twist T† of Hida’s Big Galois representation T. Under the
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assumptions of [LN19], this is an R-module of rank 1. Fix a generator Z of the torsion-free
quotient of Sel(Q,T†), and let K := Frac(R). TheK-vector space SelK(Q,T
†) := Sel(Q,T†)⊗R
K is one-dimensional, and therefore in SelK(Q,T
†) we may write ZHowD,r = αn,r · Z, where
ZHowD,r ∈ Sel(Q,T
†) are Howard’s Big Heegner points, and αn,r are a priori elements in K;
moreover, by our choice of Z, we actually have that αn,r ∈ R. Loc. cit. links the coefficients
αn,r explicitly with Fourier coefficients cf♯κ
(n, r) associated to f ♯κ as in Theorem 3.10, at least
in small connected neighborhoods of even weights (see [LN19, Rmk 5.3] for a discussion of our
perspective over the whole weight space). We briefly point out why the Fourier coefficients
cn,r(κ˜) associated to fκ indeed vary p-adically, even though f
♯
κ itself does not. Indeed, for
2k > 2, the term
(
1−
pk−1
((
D0
p
)
+
(
D
p
))
ap(κ)
− p
2k−2
a2p(κ)
)
of Theorem 3.10 is always a p-adic unit. It
then follows that the coefficients cn,r(κ˜) and cf♯κ
(n, r) are equal, up to non-zero fudge factors
not depending on n and r. Upon dividing by the expression for cn0,r0(κ˜) on both sides, these
fudge factors therefore entirely disappear. The results on p-adic variation contained in [LN19]
can therefore be expressed in terms of cn,r(κ˜) instead of cf♯κ
(n, r), although in a slightly more
restrictive way.
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